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GENERAL DISCLAIMER
The opinions expressed have been published in good faith on the request of the person requesting publication, and
are not those of the Shire of Meekatharra. All articles, comments, advice and other material contained in this publication are by way of general comment or advice only and are not intended, nor do they purport to be the correct advice
on any particular matter or subject referred to. No person should act on the basis of any matter, comment or advice
contained in this publication without first considering, and if necessary taking appropriate professional advice upon
the applicability to their particular circumstances. Accordingly ,no responsibility is accepted or taken by the Shire of
Meekatharra, or the authors and editors of the Meekatharra Dust , for any damage or loss suffered by any party acting in reliance on any matter, comment or advice contained herein.

meekashire.wa.gov.au
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A FRIENDLY REMINDER ABOUT
DOG CONTROL
When walking your dogs on the town oval, please ensure you are in complete control of your animal
at all times and dispose of any waste in the rubbish bins provided by Council.
The Shire of Meekatharra provide the Town Oval as the only off-lease exercise area in town—at all
other locations your dog must, according to law, be collared and restrained.
To allow your dog to be unrestrained in public is an offence in the Dog Act 1976.

Being responsible for a dog that attacks a person causing injury is also an offence which attracts a
significant penalty of up to $10,000.
Please be a responsible pet owner—keep your dog restrained when exercising them to avoid both
injury to bystanders, and significant penalties, and please pick up any droppings left behind. Nobody
wants to step in that!!
The Shire of Meekatharra support the neutering and desexing of pets to reduce the number of
strays, and provide sponsorship to the Murdoch Veterinary Clinic to attend Meekatharra to provide
this service at no cost to health care card holders. Additionally, the Shire fund regular visiting vet
service—Newman Veterinary Clinic—to the value of $5,000 to neuter the pets of health care card
holders at no cost to the owner.

Local residents can access this service by attending the Shire Office to present your Health Care Card
and prove registration. You will be issued with a voucher for the appropriate service at the visiting
clinic.
Further info, contact Tralee at the Shire—99800609

Want up-to-date and accurate information about Covid-19?
Check out these websites:
World Health Organization https://www.who.int/
Australian Government https://www.australia.gov.au/
Western Australian Health Department https://ww2.health.wa.gov.au/
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Note from the Editor
As we leave Autumn and start Winter we see the start of colder weather and less restrictions. The weather has
given us some lovely sunny days and cold nights making sitting around the fire that much more inviting. While
there are still restrictions in place it is nice to see things almost start to be normal again. The Youth Centre,
library, museum, outdoor gym equipment, playgrounds, skate park and oval are
back and with each restriction lifted I am getting more and more excited to
meet more people and enjoy what this town has to offer.
We have a new segment in the Dust written by our very own Mission Australia.
Tips, tricks and advice on how to keep yourself mentally healthy and where to
find support in Meeka.
The Editor
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COPS CORNER WITH MITCH HOWARD

This last week saw the lifting of
border restrictions for most of
the state. There will be an increase in highway traffic of holiday makers and retirees chasing
the sun and heading north. This
is a bonus for Meekatharra business and most welcome as many
businesses have been doing it
tough dealing with the downturn
in trade. I sure there will also be many locals who want
to travel to reconnect with family. Police will be increasing their patrols accordingly. Make sure you take
regular breaks and/or swap drivers, stay alert and if you
don’t want to be stopped by the police and contribute
to the States general revenue, “DON’T SPEED” it’s up to
you.

Please continue to follow the advice on personal hygiene and social distancing to protect yourself and
your community.

been a significant upgrade of perimeter security. I am
hoping that sometime in the future I can have an open
day for the community to come and see for themselves. We will have to wait and see in that space depending on Covid-19 developments and health instructions as we move forward.
We are working in conjunction with the Department of
Education to make sure all children return to school
following the Covid-19 changes. We have been visiting
families and supporting children getting back to school.
Police increased their patrols of licensed premises and
alcohol points of sale during May to limit the supply to
those who are not eligible to obtain alcohol. Police also
increased their patrols of liquor restricted premises.
Remember to look after yourself, look after your family
and look after those that are vulnerable within our
community.

Stay safe.

The cooler months have finally kicked in and we are
seeing a slight decrease in Police demand which is most
welcome by all I’m sure.
The police station has undergone a full CCTV and security upgrade. All our areas that the public will come to
such as the front counter and maybe, if you are unlucky
enough the lock-up, is now recorded by audio and video CCTV and kept for 90 days. I hope this gives the
community peace of mind that those held in custody
are treated with dignity and respect. There has also

STREET LIGHT FAULTS & OUTAGES
If you notice any issues with street
lights, faults or damage, call Horizon Power’s 24/7 Fault Line on
1800 264 914
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MEEKATHARRA AWARDED $4M IN ROADWORKS GRANTS
The Shire of Meekatharra was successful in their application
for the latest Building Better Regions Fund grant round for
funding to upgrade and seal the final 27.6km of the Landor
Road.

congratulated the 4 successful Durack Shires with projects
that were a positive investment in the region’s future.
“These include more than $4 million for the construction of
the Landor Road Strategic Regional Connector in the Shire of
Meekatharra, and more than $2 million for a new Visitors
Stop at Gascoyne Junction”, Melissa Price said.

Anticipated to take 3 years in construction, with a total expected cost of $6,549,254, the Shire will contribute $2.5M
toward the project.

“These projects will drive Durack regional economic growth
and support local tourism.” Ms Price said.

This will constitute the largest competitive grant ever received in dollar value by the Shire of Meekatharra.

Shire President Harvey Nichols said upon notification of the
grant “This project has been on the table for the Shire of
Meekatharra for many years, and the sealing of this road will
improve conditions and safety for tourists and community
members travelling between Meekatharra and the Coral
Coast”

Recently the Building Better Regions Fund contributed
$500,000 towards the Lloyds Centre which is due to be
opened shortly.
Federal Member for Durack, the Honourable Melissa Price
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YOUTH SERVICES

The Youth Centre has reopened with a bang! The team have
spent weeks planning activities and making sure the centre is
safe for the young people of Meekatharra. And as you can
see from the photos below and on the front page the young
people are seriously happy they can hang out with their favourite Shire Youth Workers again and enjoy the wide range
of activities. Plus the Youth Workers can’t stop smiling now
they have people back in the Youth Centre it doesn’t seem so
big and empty anymore.

coming along to do the many activities, so far they have
played cricket, done some arts and craft activities, watched
movies, built all sorts with Lego, gave each other manicures
and enjoyed a quiz night.
The Youth Team are extremely dedicated to making sure that
all the young people that attend are healthy and can keep
safe so they handed out some hygiene packs to encourage
everyone to wash their hands. These packs were a big hit and
helped the cement the conversations they had around keeping healthy during hard times.

The team have had a consistent number of young people
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GARDENS WITH SAL,
THE GARDEN GAL
the stove for ten minutes then sip slowly. Orange peel and
ginger are a great tea combination.
Nasturtium leaves – yes, this common plant in our Nanna’s
gardens isn’t only pretty but a powerful antioxidant. We
often nibble on the bright flowers but the leaves hold the
healing potential. It can help improve the immune system,
has strong antifungal and antibacterial properties and assists
in healing from colds, coughs and sore throats. Simply add to
salads, make a pesto, add to soup or even a sandwich.
Hi Meeka and legends of the Midwest,

Onions and garlic – these guys are so closely related they
could be considered cousins! The grow under the ground and
are the most common items in the kitchen. As well as being
tasty, they aid to keep bodies healthy and if feeling unwell
can help to heal. Garlic helps to boost the immune system,
detoxifies and reduces mucus production. Onion is a powerful cleanser! It draws out sickness and cleans toxins for the
body. Both garlic and onion can accompany nearly all dishes
when we are cooking.

It is nice to be writing to you from calmer times. I hope you
all have been keeping well and rugged up.
As we approach the very chilly months, I thought it would be
nice to write about some natural healers in our gardens.
Common, everyday plants, fruits and vegetables that help to
keep us healthy but also don’t cost the earth!
Apples – just what the doctor ordered! No matter the colour
apples pack a vitamin punch. They cleanse your blood of toxins, have huge amounts of Vitamins A, C, G & B5 (Vit B5 is
incredibly important as it converts your food into energy).
They are also anti-viral also so great to enjoy if you are feeling a little off. You know what they say, an apple a day
keeps…

Gubinge/ Kakadu Plums – native to Northern Australia Kakadu plum is considered to be the highest source of Vitamin C
in the world! It is harvested from March to June fresh from
the tree and then dried and made into a powder. I always
keep a container of this superfood on me and the moment I
feel crook add into my cereal, smoothie or soup. Its taste is
very pleasant, slightly tart but I can confidently say it helps
my body heal quickly. It can be purchased online from many
sources, but my favourite is from Maningrida Wild Foods.

Oranges – The humble orange, always available to us but
often overlooked. Oranges are a great aid in the fight against
winter lurgies, they help to reduce the length of a cold and
reduce the mucous that comes along with one. Dried orange
peel is great in tea also, wives’ tales suggest are a natural
headache remedy- I for one can confirm this! Simply grate
the peel and leave to dry in the sun. Once they are crispy add
to your tea pot and infuse in hot water.

Vegetable broth – I often have large amounts of left-over
veggies that aren’t quite condemned for the compost but
need immediate attention. A good way to use them all and
really help your body out is to
make a delicious broth. There are
no rules to a broth, you are free to
use any vegetables that you have
at home, simply add; olive oil, onion, garlic, vegetables, salt and
peppercorns and 12 cups of water.
Bring to a boil and then allow to sit
for as long as desired (at least one
hour). You can have like that as a
soup or strain veggies and enjoy.

Ginger – ginger is considered to be one of the oldest home
remedies for seasickness, lucky the tide is out in Meeka! Its
benefits are far and wide: it helps to aid in digestion, nausea
and morning sickness and has been known to reduce inflammation. You can cut a few small pieces
of this root medicine up and add to
your tea pot, add into your cooking
(perhaps with rice if there is an upset
tummy) or grate and allow to infuse on
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It freezes well and can be used in many recipes in place of
store brought stock – soups, sauces, risotto, casseroles- the
list is truly endless.

planting some of the above-mentioned medicine foods! We
are even having a go at growing bananas and will keep you
all updated on their progress.

Eating seasonal is a good way of connecting with and responding to the seasons. In cooler months our bodies crave
carbs to keep our energy levels high and bodies protected
from the winter winds. Delicious winter vegetables including
potatoes, pumpkins, turnips, carrots and brussel sprouts.

In the meantime, take care of yourself and each other and I
look forward to more gardening conversations in the future.
Sally – the EON Gardening Gal
*EON Foundation is a not-for-profit organisation that delivers
a food and nutrition focused healthy lifestyle and disease
prevention program. We build edible gardens in remote
schools and communities for a secure supply of fresh food
and partner with them to deliver a hands-on practical gardening, nutrition, education, cooking and hygiene program.
Read more about us at www.eon.org.au

Bananas- Did you
know that bananas
actually lower your
body
temperature? They contain
an
astringent
called tannin and
this helps the body
to absorb water
which drops our core temperature. Bananas, even though
grown year-round in Australia are actually considered a summer fruit. More food for thought.

Vegetable Broth Image From:
https://leitesculinaria.com/97417/recipes-vegetablebroth.html
Banana Image From:
https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/nutritionsource/foodfeatures/bananas/

Our EON garden has been off to slow but steady start this
year. We have been working hard sowing plenty of seeds and

Ginger Image From:
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/265990

LIBRARY TIME
Hooray the library is back open! You can now come in and
hire a range of books, DVD’s and audiobooks to make those
cold winter nights more enjoyable. If you do not have a library card come into the Shire and have a chat, we will sort
one out for you. The library is a great place to expand you
mind and connect with the authors you love. Whether you
want kids books, fiction, non-fiction or want to learn more
about Meekatharra’s history we have exactly what you need.

ble to get here in person. There are a wide range of magazines, books, movies and TV series online, all free as long as
you have a library card (which is free too!).
The online resources can be used via a browser or you can
download the apps straight to your phone. You will have access to Kanopy, Borrow Box, Tumble Books and RB Digital.
Check out the Shire’s website for direct links. https://
www.meekashire.wa.gov.au/online-resources.aspx

There are still online resources made available if you are una-
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FUNDING FOR REGIONAL ARTISTS AND ARTS WORKERS

The Next Level Regional Grants
and Regional Artist Fellowships
support self-directed creative
development, building sustainable arts careers Regional WA.
Next Level | emerging artists
and arts workers, ages 18–26,
upto $5k over 1 year | closes 8 June |
www.regionalartswa.org.au/funding/nlrg/
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Fellowships | established artists and arts workers, $50k over
2 years | closes 11 June | www.regionalartswa.org.au/
funding/rafl/
For more info check out the
links or call Regional Arts WA
on 9200 6200 or 1800 811
883 regional freecall.
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NEW FUNDING FOR REGIONAL ARTISTS AND ARTS
WORKERS
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Left: Wayne McDonald, Bundiyarra; Brad Rowe, ABC Foundation;
Steven Kelly, Derek Councillor Jnr,
Les Dann, Bundiyarra EH Services
team; Jim Sandy and Andrew
Greaves, MEEDAC; and Terri Dalgety, Bundiyarra; packing the
Emergency Relief Packages ready
for distribution.

Right: Steven Kelly, Terri Dalgety and
Derek Councillor Jnr, Bundiyarra; Andrew
Greaves, MEEDAC; Brad Rowe, ABC Foundation; Wayne McDonald and Les Dann,
Bundiyarra; and (front), Jim Sandy, MEEDAC; with some of the Emergency Relief
Packages being assembled for distribution.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIANS TO ADMIRE
WA DAY AWARDS 2019
This year’s WA Day awards have been postponed until 2021
so no awards will be given out. This is very unfortunate but
we can use this time to reflect on past winners of these
awards and remember those people who have made WA as
fantastic as it is plus double the awards next year!

Arts and Culture Award—Bourby
Webster
Ms Webster is a founder of the
Perth Symphony Orchestra and aims
to bring classical music to everyone
in WA. Ms Webster gives talented
and dedicated Western Australians a
space to explore their musical ability. She delivers programs to those
who do not usually have access to this type of creative expression. Ms Webster provides leadership programs to support art professionals into starting their own companies and
reaching out to their community.

Western Australian of the Year and
Community
Award—James
McMahon DSC DSM
Mr McMahon is an army veteran
who was given this award for his
leadership and dedication to helping
people in the community. Mr McMahon was appointed as
Commissioner of the Department of Corrective Services with
a focus on rehabilitation. His hard work saw the Youth Justice
Board and Reconciliation Action Plan for Corrective Services
formed to help support those who need it most.

Youth Award—Harrison Garland
Mr Garland is the founder of ‘Swim for Proudie’ which is a
fundraiser he created to support this
friend who was involved in a car
accident. Mr Garland’s friend will
need around the clock support and
many years of rehabilitation, so the
financial support of the fundraiser is
much needed.

Sport Award—Samantha Kerr
Ms Kerr is an international soccer star playing for, and is captain for, the Perth Glory and Australian women’s soccer
teams. Ms Kerr has represented
Australia and Western Australia on
many occasions and has been described as ’one of the best female
soccer players in the world right
now’. She is a strong believer in
equality for all and believes that
women deserve the same opportunities in sport, and life, as the men.

Aboriginal Award—Glen Kelly
Mr Kelly helped to negotiate the
largest Native Title offer settlement
in Australia, affecting over thirty
thousand Noongar people and covering a large amount of land. He sits
on the board of Reconciliation Australia and is a director of KPMG’s Indigenous Services advisory arm. He is a strong advocate for Indigenous Culture being
incorporated into the development and care for land in WA.

Business Award—Dr Erica Smyth
Dr Smyth has worked in the mineral
and petroleum industries for over 45
years and aims to bring all companies, communities and government
together when starting projects. Dr
Smyth is a geologist and is one of
the first females to become one in
WA. She has worked with private
companies, charities, government and has sat on the board
for most of these. Dr Smyth has not let her gender hold her
back, she has pushed for equality and works hard to support
women who wish to do the same.

Professions Award—Dr Angus Turner
Dr Turner is an Optometrist who strongly believes that all
people deserve good eye care and
works with remote and disadvantaged communities. Dr Turner continues to work hard to address the
imbalance of care within WA. He
launched the Lions Outback Vision
Van and travels all over to help people seek treatment.
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town that relies on bores and trucks for its water, food and
energy – what if the water source was polluted or the trucks
didn’t come? What would keep our electricity running and
our shops stocked? What if countries around the world were
struggling with climate change and millions of people couldn’t sustain their lives at home anymore and had to shift, causing global political unrest? Money can only buy so much and
it cannot buy health, happiness or fairness. For that to happen we actually need to look after each other and after our
environment. We humans rely on this planet a whole lot
more than the planet relies on us.
Basically: environmental sustainability helps to ensure that
the needs of today’s population are met without jeopardising
the ability of future generations to meet their needs.

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY + MGG – WHAT DO WE
ACTUALLY DO?

Sounds fair. So what do you actually do to achieve this?

So when we recently re-opened after our brief covid-isolation
-hibernation the strangest thing happened: new people
rocked up to the Recycling Centre! It’s as if the enforced closure suddenly made our little Recycling Centre ever more
interesting and precious. Talking with our community members it’s interesting to hear though how few people actually
know that we exist and even fewer know what we actually
do.

As individuals we can only do so much. As an organisation we
can do slightly more (e.g. get grant funding or work on projects for a long time with sustained effort) but we still cannot
solve all the world’s problems. We’re running a Recycling
Centre which helps to keep perfectly recyclable materials out
of landfill. This helps our future generations in two different
ways: it saves resources like aluminium, oil (plastics) and
trees (cardboard) by recycling these materials, making them
go further. It also keeps things out of landfill which is important because landfills create methane (a potent greenhouse gas) and have the potential to leach contaminants into
the soil and water. Our little Recycling Centre is doing great
but in the grand scheme of things it’s only a drop in the
ocean – every body, every organisation, every government,
every business and every country has to do their thing to
help. If everyone does their little bit it makes a huge difference.

Here’s the FAQ you never knew you needed to know:
What’s Meeka Goes Green? Who are you?
We’re your friendly local vollie run not-for-profit organisation
who are all about everything green.
So what are you trying to do?
Our objectives are to run environmentally friendly projects
and initiatives in Meeka and surrounds. We also want to provide opportunities for social and cultural development and
learning. It’s important to us that we remain community
owned and managed and that we’re financially sustainable so
that we can stick around for a while.

Our shed also houses a little second-hand shop where kind
people donate their goods and other people buy them (this
explanation was probably superfluous because that’s generally how second-hand shops work).

Bla bla bla…. what does that meeeeaaaaan?
It’s in everybody’s interest that future
generations still have a good life – of
course we want to be comforted that
our kids and grandkids and greatgrandkids and our amazinggreatgrandkids (is
that how it goes?) get to have a good
life. That they have clean air, enough
food, clean water, a safe home and a
peaceful community. But how do we
ensure this? We can’t guarantee it but
we can do things that will help towards
it.
So why are you trying to do green
stuff? Why not just make a bonkers
load of money and give that inheritance to your kids?
Money is great and important but
what’s the point of having a loaded
bank account if you live in an air polluted city? Or you live in a small outback
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We also help raise awareness, for example through these
Dust articles or through social media and workshops, where
people inspire people, share ideas and build a stronger community. It’s nice getting to know more people other than just
your fam or colleagues.

broad term, so many initiatives fit under this umbrella. Do
you have local knowledge and want to help with bushtucker
tours or seed collection? Let us know! Are you a bit of a
green thumb and would like to grow stuff? Contact us,
there’s space for your ideas. Have you got a wood chipper
and are sick of seeing green waste go to landfill? We’re with
you. Are you a bit of a techy and can recommend useful solar
powered gadgets? Give us a hoy! Are you really strong and fit
and muscly and want to help us shift heavy recycling bales?
Swipe right on Tinder! … errr we mean come along and help
us volunteer *sweat*.

Our Upcycling Workshops are great: How to turn “rubbish”
into awesome things. We’ve already used plastic bags to crochet and weave bags, we’ve made bowls out of shredded
office paper, we made baskets out of wool and native grasses, crafted our own candles and soap.
That’s great! What if I have an idea or want to help?

You can leave a post on Facebook/meekagoesgreen, send us
an email at meekagoesgreen@gmail.com or pop into the
Recycling Centre on Railway Street Saturdays 9-11am.

We are totally open to new faces, new volunteers, new ideas
and new projects. “Environmental sustainability” is such a
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BLAST FROM THE PAST!
DUST ARTICLE FROM JUNE 2000
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ALL ABOUT ME
Hi everyone!
I think it is about time I introduced myself and told you a little
bit about me and how I came to Meekatharra. So my name is
Amy and I am the new Community Development Officer here
at the Shire, started in March. I was born and raised in Kalgoorlie although I have lived in a few different places since
leaving Kal in 2010, Perth, Port Hedland, NT and Kulin. I started out my career in Youth Work working high schools and
then moved into local government in Kulin. Along my travels I
met a lovely nursing student (Sonja Elliot, subtle name drop
there) from Meekatharra in the NT about a 5 hour drive from
Alice Springs, what are the chances? Although it was a couple
of years ago I remember her so clearly saying how great and
friendly Meekatharra is and how awesome the people are. So
when I heard about this job I knew I had to jump on it plus I
had a few people telling me how amazing it is and they are
not wrong. I have been blown away by this town and how
kind everyone has been. I am so excited to get to know more
people!
A few things you may need to know about me.. I love, and I

mean love, a good chicken parmy. My favourite drink is an iced latte (yes, just a shot of
coffee, ice and cold milk), even in the middle
of winter. I am currently bingeing Scrubs and
am planning on watching 30 Rock next, so
any references are greatly appreciated. I love seeing new
places and my bucket list is growing bigger with all the places
around here that I want to go see. The top of my bucket list is
to make my way along the QLD coast and visit as many places
as I can, I think it would be an epic road trip.
While this role may be new to me I feel like the skills I have
picked up along the way in my past positions will help. I have
come at a very strange time but I am using this time wisely
and learning as much as I can about this town so when things
can get up and running again I will be all over it.
If you see me in the shops please come say hi (I am the
blonde that always looks a little lost, please note the picture
above is not an accurate one). I am really looking forward to
getting to know you all. Until then, if you need anything I can
be found at the Shire office.
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Back to Basics Cookbook Recipes
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Taken from aboutthegarden.com.au
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LLOYD’S OUTBACK CENTRE
As you most likely know the Shire is currently renovating the
old Lloyd’s Outback Centre building to make way for new
businesses to come into town. With the opening coming soon
what better way to appreciate the old building than with a
little trip down memory lane.

In 1983 the store next door to Lloyd’s, Gerick’s Cash Supply
Store, burnt down. This store had been a part of Meekatharra
since the 1910s and was owned by the Gerick family started
by A.J. Gerick. The family decided not to rebuild the store and
instead sold the building to the Lloyd’s store which expanded
once more in 1986.

The Lloyd family store was a large part of the Meekatharra
community for over 50 years, opening in 1948 by Evan Lloyd
on Main Street next to the post office and what was Sallur’s
Pharmacy, McMillan’s Betting Shop, McAleer’s General Store
and Gerick’s Cash Supply Newsagency.

Lloyd’s Outback Centre was large, by 1994 the storefront was
50 metres wide and incorporated a hardware store, newsagency, bookshop, clothes shoes and general grocery store.
John Lloyd accomplished many great things during his time
and owner of the business, starting from a 4-metre store and
growing to take most of the block.

Evan Lloyd ran the family business until 1968 when John, his
son, took over management. John led the way into expansion
for the business, expanding into McMillan’s and McAleer’s
stores in 1971. Lloyd’s Store became the first self-service
store in the Murchison which was welcomed by the community.

If you or anyone you know has photos or articles about this
building we would love to hear from you. Email Amy at
cdo@meekashire.wa.gov.au.

Top Left: 1950 Gerick and Lloyd’s Stores on Main Street. Photo by Meekatharra The Gold Beyond The River.
Top Right: 1990s John Lloyd out the front of Lloyd’s Outback Centre. Photo by Meekatharra The Gold Beyond The River.
Middle: Main Street 1948.
Bottom Left: 1928 Gerick’s Cash Supply Store on Main Street. Photo by Meekatharra The Gold Beyond The River.
Bottom Right: 1988 Lloyd’s Outback Centre advert in the Meekatharra Dust.
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The Meekatharra Seventh
Day Adventist Church
(McCleary Street) invites
you to join us in a weekly
service for all ages from
10am Saturday mornings

Open Daily 6.00am—9.00pm
Catering for your special function? Email us for a quote on bookings@meekatharraaccomodation.com.au
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Please ensure whilst exercising your dog to pick up
any waste and dispose of

in the bins provided.
FREE Waste Bags are now
available from the Shire
Office.
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IMPORTANT DATES

June 2020
Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Sun

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

WA Day Public
Holiday

Men's Health
Week

Dentist Visit
Red Dog Vet
Visit

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

1

2

3

4

5
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